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BEFORE: The Ben Franklin Bridge between 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and Camden, New Jersey, 
needed more lanes during peak periods. There was no 
protection from oncoming traffic, resulting in fatalities 
from head-on collisions.

AFTER: Now, The Road Zipper System balances 
traffic flow and creates positive protection which has 
eliminated crossover fatalities.

BEN FRANKLIN BRIDGE: PHILADELPHIA, PA

INSTALLATIONS  
ACROSS THE WORLD, 
INCLUDING

 Sydney, Australia

 Philadelphia, PA

 Washington, DC

 New York, NY

 Auckland, New Zealand

 Boston, MA

 San Juan, Puerto Rico

 San Diego, CA

 Dallas, TX

 Honolulu, HI

WHY  
LINDSAY?

Lindsay Transportation Solutions™ is dedicated 
to quality construction, modern manufacturing 
techniques, a commitment to continuous 
improvement, and an understanding of  
customer needs.

Our flagship products are the Reactive Tension 
Barrier and The Road Zipper Machine – together 
known as The Road Zipper System®.

Road authorities and contractors around the world have been taking 
advantage of this low-cost, reusable solution to maximize budgets, 
reduce congestion, improve safety and increase traffic throughput 
since 1984. 

Moving People. Safer. Faster. Smarter . . . Better

THE LINDSAY  
TRANSPORTATION 
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In the United States alone, there has been double-digit growth in every 
transportation metric, while the lane miles of new roads have only marginally 
increased. Lindsay’s Road Zipper System is one of the most cost-effective and 
safe options for overcoming these challenges, now and in the future.

Urban Mobility Report. Texas A&M Transportation Institute

CONGESTION TRENDS: 1982-2011

DOUBLE DIGIT GROWTH MINIMAL 
INCREASE

WHY
LINDSAY?

Railroad Products by Lindsay®, a division of 
Lindsay Transportation Solutions®, is dedicated 
to quality construction, modern manufacturing 
techniques, a commitment to continuous 
improvement, and an understanding of customer 
needs.

Railroad Products by Lindsay is a proven name 
in the rail industry for our custom designed 
solutions for wayside bridges, quad cantilevers 
and complete line of crossing equipment, signal 

equipment, and custom engineered systems. 

Partnering with Railroad Products by Lindsay on special engineered 
projects and systems affords your company an approved 
manufacturing supplier to all Class 1 railroads in North America. 
Railroad Products by Lindsay also has partnered with all the major 
Short Lines on custom design projects, along with many well-known 
transit agencies throughout the U.S. and Canada.

Railroad Products by Lindsay is located in Lindsay, NE, with a facility 
of over 450,000 square feet, with manufacturing also located in 
Omaha, NE. Having two locations affords your company plenty of 
manufacturing capabilities and capacity to meet project deadlines.
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wiring shop in Guelph, Ontario, 80 km/50 miles away, where the 
S&C Division supplied labor, material, equipment and supervision for 
the construction, wiring and testing of the signal housings. Certified 
wiring and testing technicians and technical specialists wired and 
tested the 37 original bungalows and will complete another seven 
required in a change order. 

One of the secrets of S&C Division’s success is training. Seasoned 
mentors team up with newer employees for job-shadowing. All 
wiring shop employees follow a manual created to complement 
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) metrics the 
Division abides by. The methods are thorough yet efficient, because 
“when we pull resources from the field, even experienced signal 
people familiar with wiring, this manual walks them through our 
process and shortens the learning curve,” adds Shawn. 

Besides having highly refined procedures, another distinction of the 
S&C Division is its shop capacity. At 16,000 square feet, “We can 
work on many bungalows at once, depending on their size,” Shawn 
notes. “There are more than 20 on the floor right now. And we can 
work on multiple customers’ projects. We’ve had work going on for 
as many as six projects in there simultaneously.”

The S&C Division’s work complements that of the Eastern Track Re-

gion, which handled about 80 percent of the GTS track construction 
and upgrades. Site superintendents and project managers from S&C 
and Track worked side by side and communicated daily to facilitate 
the dovetailing of their work on the live corridor. Both S&C and Track 
will complete work on the route early in the first quarter of 2015.

PNR RailWorks’ GTS contributions are integral to the forthcoming 
Union Pearson (UP) Express, the long-awaited direct shuttle between 
Union Station downtown and Toronto Pearson International Airport 
that’s set to open in summer 2015.

Preparing GO Transit for Tomorrow from page 1

Georgetown South Leadership
Signals & Communications
Minesh Vallabh, Project Manager
Vlad Koljubakin, Field Superintendent
Brett Partridge, Wiring Shop Superintendent
Dan Mihalic, Wiring Shop Coordinator
Brent Anderson, Testing and Commissioning Superintendent

Eastern Region - Track
Ed Fenn, GTS Project Director
Arjun Langford, Assistant Project Manager
Rick Burkhart, General Superintendent 
Brandon Berry, Superintendent
Joe Gibson, Superintendent

PNR RailWorks’ Eastern Division has performed about 
80 percent of the track work for the massive George-
town South (GTS) project in Ontario’s Greater Toronto 
and Hamilton areas. Led by Superintendent Brandon 
Barry, crews have managed the following work:

• Coordination of eight separate track contracts, 
each for a segment covering the 25-km/15.5-
mile corridor, totaling about $40 million in labor 
and equipment.

• Safety along an operating corridor where GO 
Transit, VIA Rail and CN share the track. At peak 
capacity, PNR RailWorks is providing 70 track 
workers – at times around the clock or during 
weekend outages – to meet GO Transit’s comple-
tion schedule.

• Construction of two new tracks on the existing 

freight corridor dedicated to the Union Pearson 
Express, the new service that will directly con-
nect Union Station in downtown Toronto and the 
Toronto Pearson International Airport.

• Complexity of building 46 turnouts, among them 
four triple-track interlockings that allow switch-
ing among not just two but three tracks.

• Upgrades not only on mainline track but also 
on service track and industry spurs facilitating 
commerce of all kinds along the corridor.

• Work on the new spur that provides the connec-
tion from the airport to GO Transit’s Kitchener 
mainline. Crews installed just over a mile of 
direct-fixation (DF) track on an elevated guide-
way at Toronto Pearson International Airport’s 
Terminal 1.

PNR RailWorks Has Lion’s Share of GTS Track Work

About 80 percent of track 
work for the Georgetown 
South project has been 
performed by PNR RailWorks’ 
Eastern Division.

PNR RailWorks Signals & Communications Division constructed, wired and tested 
all 37 bungalows for the Georgetown South project in its Guelph, ON, wiring shop.

SIGNAL STRUCTURES  |  TORONTO, CANADA

Railroad Products by Lindsay® is dedicated to quality 
construction, modern manufacturing techniques. 

ENGINEERED SYSTEMS & STRUCTURES

• Custom Manufacturing from Submitted Designs

• Custom Engineering

• Aluminum Welding  
(AWS D1.2 & CSA W47.2 Certified)

• Steel Welding (AWS D1.1 & CSA W47.1 
Certified)

• Fabrication

• Machining

• Painting

• In-House Galvanizing

• Solidworks® 3D Modelling

• ISO9001:2000 Certified

CAPABILITIES

Railroad Products by Lindsay manufactures everything in-house, 
which means you won’t have to contact multiple sources for your 
railway needs. You’ll receive competitive pricing and products, 
delivered on time. 

Plus, you’re guaranteed customer specific manufacturing 
flexibility to meet your standards and industry standards. Our 
engineering team works from site surveys or customer prints, as 
well as assisting with new custom design projects.

Railroad Products is a division of the Lindsay Corporation, 
which has more than 55 years of manufacturing experience and 
worldwide distribution.

ONE
SOURCE



SIGNAL STRUCTURES SATISFY THE UNIQUE 
DEMANDS OF PASSENGER RAIL SERVICE

After decades of congested roads and highways around downtown Toronto 
and Pearson International Airport, Metrolinx, the Ontario government 
agency for Greater Toronto and Hamilton proposed series of light rail 
transit lines, subways and bus rapid transit lines dubbed the “Big Move.” 
The Big Move is an $11.5 billion plan outlines a common vision for 
transportation for one of the largest and fastest-growing urban regions 
in North America. The plan introduces a new way of moving around the 
region using rapid transit.  

THE CHALLENGE

Metrolinx needed to find an all-in-one dedicated source that could help 
them facilitate retrofitting new signals and structures along existing routes, 
as well as a source that could engineer, design and manufacture structures 
along routes requiring new construction. 

THE SOLUTION

Metrolinx turned to Railroad Products by Lindsay® to supply the signals 
and signal bridges for two portions of the Big Move, The Union Pearson 
Airport Link and the Georgetown South Project.

Railroad Products by Lindsay designed, engineered and manufactured 
a total of 28 signal bridges and over 500 signals for the project. Lindsay 
also provided 17 MLP’s that are installed on the elevated portion of the 
Union Pearson Line entering and leaving the Pearson International Airport 
Metrolinx Station.  

THE RESULTS 

Each signal bridge was designed to satisfy the unique characteristics of a particular location. Lindsay performed 
the design and engineering for all the structures. Railroad Products by Lindsay designs were reviewed and 
validated by the owner’s engineering consultants. 

The signal bridges ranged from four track units to structures spanning eight tracks. The largest bridge is located 
near Strachan Avenue in downtown Toronto and involved an 8 track unit spanning 165 feet.  

TORONTO, CANADA  
THE BIG MOVE 
Structures & Signals 

• 28 signal bridges designed, 

engineered, and built

• Signal structures span up to 

8 tracks

• 520 color signals installed in 

combination of 1, 2, and 3 

position

• 17 total unique MLP’s on 

project with some deployed 

on the elevated platform

Railroad Products by Lindsay’s 
work on this project started in 
2013 and was completed in 
Q1 2015. Railroad Products 
by Lindsay worked closely 
with local construction and 
engineering firms in Toronto 
along with representatives from 
Metrolinx. 

Railroad Products by Lindsay 
is honored to participate in 
the development of transit 
infrastructure for Toronto. We 
look forward to working with 
other Canadian and US transit 
properties and rail operators.   



TRAINING EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED TO THE 
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF RAILROAD SCIENCE

A cantilever bridge was installed for Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad 
(BNSF) at Johnson County Community College (JCCC) in Overland Park, 
KS. BNSF and JCCC created the National Academy of Railroad Sciences 
(NARS) at the college to train current Class I and short line railroad 
employees for those who aspire to work in the railroad industry. 

Railroad Products by Lindsay is equipped to handle all your 
structural, manufacturing, and design needs from start to finish. 
Our complete array of manufacturing capabilities from fabricating 
to welding and machining, allows us to turn raw materials into your 
finished product on time and on budget.

Lindsay Corporation has been involved in the manufacture and 
distribution of equipment for over 50 years. We have grown our 
sales and distribution network from a regional company, to a major 
international agribusiness, highway infrastructure and rail products 
firm with worldwide sales and distribution, and annual revenues of 
$617.9 million in fiscal 2014. Lindsay is a public company listed on 
the New York Stock Exchange (LNN) and is ISO9001:2000 certified.

ON-SITE  DESIGN, AND 
ENGINEERING

• Platforms

• Ladders

• Wayside Bridges & Quads

• Highway Grade Crossing 

Material

• Customized Manufacturing

• Specialty Structures

QUALITY ASSURANCE | ONE INTEGRATED SOURCE

•  Leave in Place

•  Wayside Pyramid

•  Flashing Light

•  Dwarf Foundation 

FOUnDATIOnS

Lindsay Railroad Products combines 
the respected history of Harmon with 
an extensive product line to offer 
reliable structures and signals from 
one source.

Backed by our experience, resources 
and knowledge, we’re equipped to 
supply the products your company 
needs to stay successful. All structures 
and signals are designed in accordance 
with AREMA, AASHTO, AWS, and 
cWB standards.

•  Fabrication

•  Machining

•  Welding

•  Painting 

•  Assembly 

•  Engineering

•  Galvanizing

•  Steel Tube  
    Manufacturing 

•  Signals & Lights 

•  Structures

•  Foundations

•  Junction Boxes

•  Signs

Our PrOduCTiON CAPAbiliTiEs

Our PrOduCTs

One integrated source

Railroad Products by Lindsay 
manufactures everything in-house, 
which means you won’t have 
to contact multiple sources for 
your railway needs. You’ll receive 
competitive pricing and products, 
delivered on time.

Plus, you’re guaranteed customer-
specific manufacturing flexibility to 
meet your standards and industry 

standards. Our engineering 
team works from site surveys or 
customer prints, as well as new 
design projects. 

Railroad Products is a division 
of the Lindsay corporation, 
which has more than 55 years of 
manufacturing experience and 
worldwide distribution.

Custom design and Manufacturing

railroad Products

•  Grade Crossing Cantilevers

•  Wayside Cantilevers

•  Signal Bridges

•  Mast, Ladders & Platforms

STRUcTURES
•  Grade Crossing Warning Lights

•  Wayside Color Lights

•  Transit Signals

SIGnALS | LIGHTS

•  Wayside Junction Boxes

•  Pushbutton Boxes

•  Custom Enclosures

JUncTIOn BOxES
•  Number and Letter Plates  
    with mounting

•  Highway Crossing Signs  
    with mounting

•  Track Sign with mounting

SIGnS
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Modern Manufacturing Equipment:

• CNC Pattern Cutter Ultra 6 Head  
OXY/ACS

• Two Head Plasma (15’ x 40’ Water Table)
• Bertch Plate Roll (1/2” x 4’)
• Hydraulic Presses from 60-660 Ton
• Mechanical Presses from 32-300 Ton
• Hydraulic Unipunch Units 20 & 30 Ton
• Shotblasting Equipment (To 8’)
• Mig, Tig and Pulse Transfer Welders
• Paint Booth
• Pipe coping Machines (1” thru 12”)

All structures are designed in accordance with AREMA, 
AASHTO, AWS, and CWB standards .

Railroad Products by Lindsay can design and engineer all 
heavy duty structures like platforms, ladders and specialty 
structures for railroad, transit, and infrastructure projects.



RAILROAD PRODUCTS BY LINDSAY®

A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE

1946. Harmon Industries sets the standards for advanced systems 
signaling, inspection and train control safety.

2000. GE Transportation acquires Harmon Industries, continuing to 
improve and expand standards and products.

2003. Lindsay Transportation Solutions begins manufacturing rail 
structures, supplying the industry through GE Transportation.

2009. Lindsay Transportation Solutions purchases rail product line from  
GE Transportation.

Today. Railroad Products by Lindsay® brings together the respected history 
of Harmon and the extensive product line of GE Transportation – offering 
quality railroad products from one easy source.

FROM 1946 TO TODAY

505 Crown Point Avenue, Omaha, NE 68110 • Toll-free: 877-423-6490

www.lindsayrail.com
© Lindsay Corporation. All rights reserved. Lindsay Transportation Solutions, Barrier Systems and Snoline are trademarks or registered trademarks of the Lindsay Corporation.


